Greetings to you. I am Elijah Muhammad. The Preacher of Freedom, Justice and Equality to my people, The Lost and Found Members of that great Asiatic Black Nation and from the Tribe of that Nation, by the name of Shabazz, as God, Almighty has taught me, Who came in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad, in 1930, July the 4th. And I saw Him in 1931. And He has taught me and brought me into the light of truth. And given to me The Message of Life and Salvation for my poor people, the Lost and Found Members of that great Asiatic Black Nation, The Black Nation. The Original Nation of the Earth. The First people in the Sun and the Last. If there is any such thing as the last, they will be the Last in the Sun.

For the Heavens and the Earth was created by our Father. And the Heavens and the Earth was created for us. And the Heavens and the Earth Belongs to the Original Nation of the Black man. He is the First. All other colors came from him, so God, Almighty in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad has taught me.

Today we find in America this people, The Lost and Found. They used to be lost, now they're found. For God, Almighty in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad, To Whom Praise is Due forever, has found them. And today the spirit of Him, who has found them, and chose them to be His people and to make a Nation out of them, have now caused an up-stir among them.

They are up again to stir themselves up to the point of demanding Freedom, Justice and Equality for themselves. Their eyes, their spiritual eyes that were blinded by their slave masters are now coming open. And they are demanding equal chance, with their masters, for survival. This is no surprise when we look back on history of yesterday and on prophesy of what we may expect today.

This is nothing strange or nothing surprising, as some would have it. It is nothing but, I would say, the actual nature of our people today to be trying to unite unto themselves to enjoy Freedom, Justice, and Equality. They are marching in great numbers, here and there. They are sitting down on the floor of their once slave master and now his children. Sitting on the floor, in front of his door at his gate seeking justice and equality with the slave master's children.

I admit that they have taken the wrong step in achieving Freedom Justice and Equality, through sitting in on the other man's property, demanding him to serve them and recognize them as his equal of the same race. This is a very ignorant way of going about it. But is shows that our people are getting ready, now, for the rise.

Without the rise of the dead (mentally dead) so-called Negro in America, there will never be a Judgment. It is important that they rise. It is incumbent upon God, Almighty, whose proper name is Allah, that they rise. This is His purpose of coming in the Judgment of this world, to first take out of it the members of His family and to find a safety zone for them on the earth, until the anger and wrath of the Nations, wars between the two great forces. Right and Wrong. One side win and the other side lose.
This must take place and we are in the line of the cross fire. That's why there has come to us so much warning, so much teaching, so much paining of trying to awaken these poor lost members of the Asiatic Nation in the Western Hemisphere, to the knowledge of self and the salvation of going and returning to self and seeking a place on this earth that they can call their own. This is the real reason and aim of the Coming of God. It is to separate that lost and stray sheep from his original fold. To separate him from his master and restore them back into their own fold. This is the purpose of His coming.

Now, today, these things has been accomplished. As far as the coming of God, He has come! He is with us! I declare to you, with my life on the Word, that He has come and I have met with Him, face to face. And that the work of separating, the work of removing the cause of evil from the face of the earth is now going on. It is really, now, beginning to show itself. Activities of such work is beginning to make it apparently clear to even the ignorant eye or the most unlearned.

Today is the separation. The march for tomorrow on the Capitol of the Nation or the white race of America: This is being done, as many of our people has feared an answer because the government only makes promises to the poor once servitude slave but never fulfills them. And now, today, the time has arrived that this people is disturbing themselves for better living, better recognition, better respect of the Nation, better Justice and Equality than they ever have had and they want it without any more promises.

They are tired of accepting empty promises. And who would not, after so many years of empty promises thrown into the ears of our poor people here in America and never living up to these promises. It is time that the begin to unite and make a step toward forcing the fulfillment of these promises or do something about the injustice that is being poured upon them day and night. They are right to want to see some easement from their pain.

Again, I say, I'm not with them in a on the Capitol of our slave master's children for the purpose of trying to get them to accept us as their equal or to accept us as a people that they would like to take as their friends and beloved ones as though we were members of their own race. I'm not in for no such march. The proper thing for us to do is to obey Almighty God's wishes today. Then we will be successful in all of our undertakings.

If you scholars, religious scholars, have any belief or confidence in the Holy Prophets of old and their prophecy (which you can't help but to believe in them because they are coming true and have come true. And it is proven that they did not prophecy lies.) that it is the time that we should want something, other than just empty promises, we should want something that we can call our own. The time that we are living in now is the fulfillment of that written in the Book called Revelation of the Bible.

That prophecy in the eleventh chapter and eighteenth verse of the Revelation of the Bible, which reads something like this: And the Nations were angry, and thy wrath did come and the time of the dead that they should be judged and that thou should give reward unto thy servants the prophets and the saints and them that fear thy name, small and great and should destroy them which destroy the earth.

I am for total separation, as God, Himself, is. And as the prophets were in their visions of you and I in this day. And it makes sense when we want to be separated from our 400-year-old slave master. It makes sense. A slave that never wants to leave his master is a very foolish slave and one that doesn't deserve to be added in the society of independent Nations, because he has excluded himself from such society. Therefore he is unworthy. He is a slave and has not the intelligence to want to be anything other than a slave. He has been so
ignorant that slavery to his master, being his master's eternal servant, has become a desire and part of his life. Such cannot hope to be the equal member of his master. Such cannot hope to be recognized as an equal to any civilized Nation of the Earth because he has willed or they have willed themselves to be permanent of another Nation.

Everything that has life, as we study them, shows that they are intelligent enough to want to be their own selves, but the so-called Negro, whom the white man has made so blind, deaf and dumb to the knowledge of self that he even hates self and loves his absolute destroyer.

Being in such a condition, now, even the God of Heaven has to do the job of awakening him, Himself, and bring about a total separation between the two and the destruction of one or the other or both. This is what is going on now. I am so ashamed to see my people stammering for integration, with their master, instead of separation.

It makes one wonder what kind of people...or what has made this people so dumb, so ignorant that all of the evil done to them by their slave masters and children for centuries, now they love them so well that they would like that they become the permanent servant of their slave master's children and to be absorbed into them and be destroyed as a people.

Mongrelizing only means the destruction of races. Everything, as I have mentioned, that has life in it, is intelligent enough to want to keep and maintain its own, regardless to what kind of life it may be. It may be insects. It may be the birds of the air. Fish of the sea. Beast and cattle of the earth all walk to their own. It can be the reptile family, but nevertheless, they all want their own.

I looked at how an ant, once, was alone crawling. After a while, he looked like he was lost from his own and he went to try and join himself into the house of another ant, which was different from him. The two were ants but they differed in size and in color. So the house of ants that he went to, to go in, sees the other which differ from this visitor, came out in groups and attacked this other ant and destroyed him, killed that ant because he wanted to come in their house and mix with them.

I say, the poor so-called American Negro doesn't have the brains of an ant, who will not allow other different colors or species of ants to come with them and mix with them. It is a shame.

Separation is a very important thing. And the intelligent thing on both sides -- The white man and the so-called American Negro.

If the white man, himself, is so foolish and so insane in trying to deceive the American Negro to destroy him, he is also destroying himself. And not only destroying himself through blood and flesh but all of his intelligence and decency, if there be any, is being destroyed in his frantic effort to keep the Negro down and to keep him with him and keep him deceived so that he never becomes a Nation to exercise Freedom, Justice and Equality among the other nations of the earth, as he (the white race) has enjoyed. That, today, they are disgracing themselves in the effort.

The poor American so-called Negro of my people, it is no excuse for him. The truth is now being poured into his ears. I am calling to him all over the country and with a regimen or rather a cloud of ministers helping me, that I have trained and those that hear the truth take it without any order to be sent for are calling our people to join on to their own kind and try and do something for self. Try and build clean, intelligent,
decent Nation out of yourself, regardless to your fall and ruin.

There is hope yet, as long as there is life, to regain your place in the sun with your Nation, your own kind, without lying down at the steps and foot of your slavemaster's children and today, as you know them to me, your open enemies, who hate even your presence, not to think about you joining on with them as a member of their society or equal as one of themselves but hate the presence of you as a Black man.

It is absolutely birthed in their nature to hate Black people and when they are befriending Black people, it is only to lull Black people to sleep to rob him of himself and to do their evil upon them. Never to take it for granted that white people want Black people as members of their own race. No! They don't want you. And we are fools to think that they want us.

It is a shame to go begging from them a place or accept you as their members, or allow you, even, to intermarry with them. This is really shameful. Race mixing is shameful. Whether it be the American so-called Negro with his slave master's children or it be any other race. Even to the yellow race mixing with Black or the yellow race mixing with the white race or the brown and white mixing together or the brown and black mixing together or the red and Black mixing together. All of this is absolutely against the very law of nature, in which Almighty God has created them. He created them like this. He beautified the human family of the planet earth by making them in various colors and settling them in various spheres of our planet to themselves. And it is ignorant for you and me, my dear beloved people, to want to be integrated, intermarrying, into alien people.

Let us unite together. And let us honor and respect our color and keep it what it is and educate it and cultivate it into a better life and a better educated way and live to ourselves and seek a place on this earth for our selves and our families. As I say unto you, in the Arabic language, which means peace to you, As-Salaam-Alaikum.